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By The Writers Of "Carolina Rolling Stone" and "I've Got The Blues But I'm Just Too Mean To Cry"

Rock Me In My

SWANEE CRADLE

Words by MITCHELL PARISH

Melody by ELEANOR YOUNG and
HARRY D. SQUIRES

FOX-TROT SONG

Till Ready

Moderato (plaintively)

Key F²

In a day gone by,
In my fondest dreams
And mamma rocked me to sleep,
How I miss that little cradle,

When I used to cry,
I am there it seems,
Now in after years,
And when I find I've been dreaming,

In to my cradle creep,
That's when in fancy I stray,
Where first I saw light of day,
I'm a child once more,

Like in days of

pears,

years,

before.

Refrain

Just rock me in my Swanne cradle, Where the Swanne River flows, Let me be right near my